
the window 
becomes 
an art piece

mod.
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mod.
mod. frames the windows as if they were a painting, 
restoring its decorative value to the frame. The window 
mod.® is mark into the walls as a plastic design element, 
elegant and minimal.

The windows has no glazing bead and is made up of a single 
visible profile of only 47 mm, made in different designs; the 
handle has no plate and takes up the lines of the window 
profile, becoming almost invisible and the hinges are 
concealed.

The mod. frame becomes a fundamental component in 
interior design, it does not pretend to vanish with respect 
to the transparent surface of the glass, rather it elegantly 
emphasizes its edges, perfectly joining the masonry.

On the outside, mod. has a clean and essential design, 
outlined by deep profiles to give body to the windows frame, 
and to balance the relationship with the glass.
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design
mod. is available in three versions - 01 triangular - 02 rectangular - 
03 striped.

mod. 01
triangle

mod. 02
rectangle

mod. 03
striped

with mod. tilt-and-turn windows can be made (which can be 
combined with fixed frame side-by-side), pivot window and lift and 
sliding doors.

types

finishes
the mod. system can be made in the following  fine finishes.

satin-finished 304 
stainless steel

burnished 316SB 
stainless steel

patinated OT67 
brass

painted galvanized 
steel

polished 316L 
stainless steel

oxidized corten 
steel

satin-finished OT67 
brass

waxed oxidized 
corten steel
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mod. 01
The triangular shape of the door profile highlights the precious 
surface of Secco metals, frames the landscape and intercepts the light 
in a play of reflections.

The profile is thin, but its geometric shape accentuates its three-
dimensionality, underlining the figure of the volumetric frame.

The unedited handle takes up the shape of the profile, elegantly 
highlighting the design of the window.

max glass 
thickness 
45 mm
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mod. 02
a simple rectangular profile, smooth and uninterrupted, hides inside all 
the most innovative technology for moving the doors.

The natural beauty of Secco precious metals enhances the simplicity 
of the linear and essential door of the mod. 02 window, which is at 
the same time technological and figurative.

The handle is positioned in the center of the profile and with it’s 
simple shape it disappears into the window.

max glass 
thickness 
45 mm
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mod. 03
material and linear, the striped profile of mod. 03 allows for the 
creation of new windows, with a strong visual impact, the constant 
grooves in the metal alternate between lights and shadows, making 
the front of the door severe but elegant.

The handle takes up the design of the profile, highlighting its 
materiality and blending in with the door.

mod. 03 is only available in brass in natural and burnished versions.

max glass 
thickness 
45 mm
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max glass 
thickness 
45 mm

mod. 0
even the fixed frame of mod. is a design element, studied in detail, 
alongside the opening window, highlighting its shapes.

Inside, the fixed has a retractable glazing bead and detaches from the 
window leaving a small groove, while on the outside it occupies the 
depth of the door to keep the glass flush with the opening.
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Secco Sistemi is an Italian brand that symbolises innovation 
and design awarded with “Compasso d’Oro”. It has been 
contributing to the evolution of the engineering of doors and 
windows for 70 years, inventing systems and profiles that 
have become benchmarks for the industry of this sector, and 
continuing to improve them and interpret the latest projects 
and trends of contemporary architecture. So far 340 profiles 
have been developed in 4 select metals – galvanised steel, 
stainless steel, corten steel and brass – and in 9 different 
finishes with an annual production of 2.8 million linear metres 
of profiled bars for 280,000 doors and windows.



Secco Sistemi spa

via Terraglio 195 
31022 Preganziol TV - Italy
T +39 0422 497700
seccosistemi.com
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